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George Sabau

1970: Ipoteza Simultane (03:00)
1980-1985: Decapaje (09:00)
1985-1990: Fragmentarium (09:00)
1990-1995: Banca de imagini (25:07)
1970-1989: documentary films (16 mm)
1994: Randevuul (computer, e-mail, fax, photo, video)
1995: Ready Media (media installation, cd-rom, video, mirror)
1996: The Knight From Carpathi (computer, video, cable tv)
1996: Opera Prima / Screen (cd-rom)
1997: Commedial Multimeedia / Test of the Imaginary (cd-rom)
2002: alteridem.exe / Melting pot à porter (hypermedia installation)
2003: alteridem.exe_2 (hypermedia installation)
2005: hymera [net.work]
2005: worx (dvd. hypermedia installation)
2006: freestyle I (exhibition)
2007: freestyle II (exhibition)
2008: freestyle III (exhibition)
2010: D.P.R.T. (exhibition, intervention)
2010: kinema ikon 7010 [photo installation, interactive projection]
2011: Wunderkammer & Other Apparatus. SKEPSIS (exhibition)
2012: Wunderkammer (köWk@MoAA) (exhibition)
2014: MAFA1-R.A.M. / atelier teoretic
2015: MAFA2-R.E.M.X / atelier teoretic
2015: Wunderkammer 2 / Apparatus / Kaleidoscope 1850 (exhibition)
2015: kinema ikon: serial / s.2 / e.1: George Sabau // kf: SANTIER ARGHEOLOGIC / 4175 A.D.
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2016: MAFA3 -DADADA / atelier teoretic
2017: MAFA4 -CINEMA / atelier teoretic
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
2014: MAFA1-R.A.M. / Matrix
2015: MAFA2-R.E.M.X / video installation
2017: MAFA4-CINEMA / I.P [03032015] - [scanning...]
2017: internet of ki (iok) / Mobile Matrix [albabet^ro] (exhibition)
Judit Angel

1994: Randevuul (computer, e-mail, fax, photo, video)
1995: Ready Media (media installation, cd-rom, video, mirror)
1996: The Knight From Carpatzi (computer, video, cable tv)
1996: Opera Prima / art.museum arad (cd-rom)
1997: Commedia del Multimedia / Alice in the Museum (cd-rom)
2002: alteridem.exe / Globus Globber (hypermedia installation)
2003: alteridem.exe_2 (hypermedia installation)
2005: hymera (net.work)
2005: worx (dvd. hypermedia installation)
2006: freestyle I (exhibition)
2007: freestyle II (exhibition)
2008: freestyle III (exhibition)
2010: kinema ikon 7010 (photo installation, interactive projection)
2012: Wunderkammer (kWk@MoAA) (exhibition)
2014: MAFA1-R.A.M. / atelier teoretic
2015: MAFA2-R.E.M.X / atelier teoretic
2015: Wunderkammer 2 / Apparatus (exhibition)
2015: kinema ikon: serial / s.2 / e.2 / Devices For A Better World
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2016: MAFA3-DADADA / atelier teoretic
Iulia Anghel
2010: kinema ikon 7010 (photo installation, interactive projection)
2012: Wunderkammer (kiWk@MoAA) (exhibition)
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2017: MAFA4-CINEMA / Umbrela (03:20)
Emil Anghel

2010: kinema ikon 7010 (photo installation, interactive projection)
2012: Wunderkammer (kiWk@MoAA) (exhibition)
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2017: MAFA4-CINEMA / Cinematograful “Arta” Arad, architectural restoration project 1087-1989
Horea Avram
2014: MAFA1-R.A.M. / atelier teoretic
2015: MAFA2-R.E.M.X / atelier teoretic
2015: kinema ikon: serial / s.2 / e.8 / Screen Savers
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2016: MAFA3-DADADA / atelier teoretic
2017: MAFA4-CINEMA / atelier teoretic
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Adelina Laura B.

2016: kinema ikon: serial / s.3 / e.14 / Catchfish
2016-2070: kinema ikon. Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2017: MAFA4-CINEMA / micrOMacro
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Maria Balabaș

2015: kinema ikon: serial / s.2 / e.5 / [Limitele limbii mele sunt limitele lumii mele]
2015: MAFA2: R.E.M.X / Soare Staniol - concert
2016: MAFA3: DADADA / Compunere din imaginație
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2017: MAFA4: CINEMA Soare Staniol - concert
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Linda Barkasz
2005: Vertigo / mother nature-father knowledge (hypermedia installation)
2005: hyméra (net.work)
2005: worx (dvd. hypermedia installation)
2006: netscape (08:47)
2006: freestyle I (exhibition)
2007: freestyle II (exhibition)
2008: freestyle III (exhibition)
2010: D.P.R.T. (exhibition. intervention)
2010: kinema ikon 7010 (photo installation, interactive projection)
2012: Wunderkammer [kiWk@MoAA] (exhibition)
2013-2014: kinema ikon: s.e.n.al / s.1 / e.3 / CRACIUNIKON
2015: MAFA2-R.E.M.X / foxes
2016: MAFA3-DADADA / DADADA Ac'/Ya
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Sandor Bartha
2001: Savers (01:00)
2002: alteridem.exe / Globus Globber (hypermedia installation)
2003: alteridem.exe_2 (hypermedia installation)
2005: hymera (net.work)
2005: worx (dvd. hypermedia installation)
2006: freestyle I (exhibition)
2007: freestyle II (exhibition)
2008: freestyle III (exhibition)
2010: D.P.R.T. (exhibition. intervention)
2010: kinema ikon 7010 (photo installation, interactive projection)
2012: Wunderkammer (kiWk@MoAA) (exhibition)
2014: MAFA1-R.A.M. / Cadere is Back
2015: MAFA2-R.E.M./X / The Devil in the Mall
2015: kinema ikon: serial / s.2 / e.2./ Devices For A Better World
2015: Wunderkammer 2 / Apparatus (exhibition)
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2016: MAFA3-DADADA / Bracket
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Octavian Belițan

2006: freestyle I (exhibition)
2010: D.P.R.T. (exhibition, intervention)
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2016: MAFA3-DADADA / The Bigger Picture
Andreea Bencsik

2005: worx (dvd. hypermedia installation)
2005: hymera (network)
2006: freestyle I (exhibition)
2007: freestyle II (exhibition)
2008: freestyle III (exhibition)
2010: kinema ikon 7010 (photo installation, interactive projection)
2012: Wunderkammer (kiWk@MoAA) (exhibition)
2016-2070: kinema ikon. Capsula Timpului (time based art)
Romulus Bucur
1984: Nu trageți în pianist (03:31)
1994: Randevuul (computer, e-mail, fax, photo, video)
1995: Ready Media (media installation, cd-rom, video, mirror)
1996: The Knight From Carpathi (computer, video, cable tv)
1996: Opera Prima / ditty (cd-rom)
1997: Commedia del Multimedia / through the looking glass (cd-rom)
2002: alteridem.exe / a treat of cat (hypermedia installation)
2003: alteridem.exe_2 (hypermedia installation)
2005: hymera (net.work)
2005: wörx (dvd, hypermedia installation)
2006: freestyle I (exhibition)
2007: freestyle II (exhibition)
2008: freestyle III (exhibition)
2010: D.P.R.T. (exhibition, intervention)
2010: kinema ikon 7010 (photo installation, interactive projection)
2011: Wunderkammer & Other Apparatus, SKEPSIS (exhibition)
2012: Wunderkammer [kiWk@MoAA] (exhibition)
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2017: MAF'A4-CINEMA / kinema ikon: gallery to cinema
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Paul George Bodea

2005: worx (dvd. hypermedia installation)
2005: hymera (net-work)
2006: freestyle I (exhibition)
2007: freestyle II (exhibition)
2008: freestyle III (exhibition)
2010: kinema ikon 7010 (photo installation, interactive projection)
2011: Wunderkammer & Other Apparatus. SKEPSIS (exhibition)
2012: Wunderkammer [kiWk@MoAA] (exhibition)
2015: MAFA2-R.E.M.X / Arduino
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
Cristina Bogdan

2016: kinema ikon: serial / s.3 / e.18 / testând planeta
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2016: MAFA3-DADADA / atelier teoretic
2017: MAFA4-CINEMA / atelier teoretic
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Bogdanator

2005: worx (dvd. hypermedia installation)
2006: freestyle I (exhibition)
2007: freestyle II (exhibition)
2008: freestyle III (exhibition)
2010: D.P.R.T. (exhibition. intervention)
2010: kinema ikon 7010 (photo installation, interactive projection)
2011: Wunderkammer & Other Apparatus. SKEPSIS (exhibition)
2012: Wunderkammer [kiWk@MoAA] (exhibition)
2013-2014: kinema ikon: serial / s.1 / e.10 / Utopian
2014: MAFA1-R.A.M. / R>B> R
2015: MAFA2-R.E.M.X / installation
2015: Wunderkammer 2 / Apparatus (exhibition)
2016: kinema ikon: serial / s.3 / e.4 / worship RNG majik
2016-2073: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2016: MAFA3-DADADA / Inovision
2016: MAFA3-DADADA “... și acum urmează șirile despre vreme”
2017: MAFA4-CINEMA / MMR-STAF.D
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
2017: k°—Ωr.mΩ10є (hybrid installation)
2017: internet of ki (iok) (exhibition)
Romulus Budiu
1975: Singur cu zăpada (08:03)
1975: Ziua nimănui (09:13)
2005: hymera (net.work)
2005: worx (dvd. hypermedia installation)
2010: kinema ikon 7010 (photo installation, interactive projection)
2012: Wunderkammer [kiWk@MoAA] (exhibition)
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2016: MAFA3-DADADA / experimental films - atelier kinema ikon
2017: MAFA4-CINEMA / kinema ikon: gallery to cinema
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Valeriu Campan

2010: kinema ikon 7010 (photo installation, interactive projection)
2012: Wunderkammer (kiWk@MoAA) (exhibition)
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
Roxana Chereches

1989: Mise-en-écran (06:51)
1996: Opera Prima / Domotique (cd-rom)
1997: Commedia del Multimedia / La Fusillade (cd-rom)
2002: alteridem.exe / peripatetic sitting on (hypermedia installation)
2003: alteridem.exe_2 (hypermedia installation)
2005: hymera (net.work)
2005: worx (dvd. hypermedia installation)
2010: kinema ikon 7010 (photo installation, interactive projection)
2012: Wunderkammer [kWk@MoAA] (exhibition)
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2016: MAFA3-DADADA / experimental films - atelier kinema ikon
2017: MAFA4-CINEMA / kinema ikon: gallery to cinema
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Ioan Ciorba

1994: Randevuul (computer, e-mail, fax, photo, video)
1995: Ready Media (media installation, cd-rom, video, mirror)
1996: The Knight From Carpathi (computer, video, cable tv)
1997: Commedia del Multimedia / morphbeat (cd-rom)
2001: : dynamic spectrum (cd-rom, 18 interactive films)
2003: alteridem.exe_2 (hypermedia installation)
2005: Vertigo (hypermedia installation)
2005: hymera (net.work)
2005: worx (dvd. hypermedia installation)
2010: kinema ikon 7010 (photo installation, interactive projection)
2012: Wunderkammer [kiWk@MoAA] (exhibition)
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2017: MAFA4-CINEMA / kinema ikon: gallery to cinema
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Cătălin Codrean
2010: kinema ikon 7010 (photo installation, interactive projection)
2012: Wunderkammer (kiWk@MoAA) (exhibition)
2016-2017: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
Ioan Paul Colta
2014: MAFA1-R.A.M. / <||>
2015: MAFA2-R.E.M.X / ready-made
2016: kinema ikon: serial / s.3 / e.2 / intimacy
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2016: MAFA3-DADADA / Nest (ready-made)
2017: MAFA4-CINEMA / Komorebi (01:27)
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Valentin Constantin
1978: Studii [...] (07:56)
1978: Vizul între viu și vid (07:28)
1980: Trei schițe pentru un film uitat (05:33)
1981: Început de coerență (08:45)
1984: Fără titlu (05:18)
1985: Gros-plan de zi (06:40)
2005: hymera (net.work)
2005: worx (dvd. hypermedia installation)
2010: kinema ikon 7010 (photo installation, interactive projection)
2012: Wunderkammer [kiWk@MoAA] (exhibition)
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2016: MAFA3-DADADA / experimental films - atelier kinema ikon
2017: MAFA4-CINEMA / kinema ikon: gallery to cinema
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Iulia Cosma

2011: Wunderkammer & Other Apparatus. SKEPSIS (exhibition)
2012: Wunderkammer (kiWk@MoAA) (exhibition)
2015: Wunderkammer 2 / Apparatus (exhibition)
2013-2014: kinema ikon: serial / s.1 / e.5 / Mioase a pести de sticlă
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Radu Cosma

2005: connecting kf (network)
2005: hymera (net.work)
2005: worx (dvd. hypermedia installation)
2006: freestyle I (exhibition)
2007: freestyle II (exhibition)
2008: freestyle III (exhibition)
2010: kinema ikon 7010 (photo installation, interactive projection)
2011: Wunderkammer & Other Apparatus. SKEPSIS (exhibition)
2012: Wunderkammer [kiWk@MoAA] (exhibition)
2015: Wunderkammer 2 / Apparatus (exhibition)
2013-2014: kinema ikon: serial / s.1 / e.5 / Mioase a pești de sticlă
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Geo Crişan
1978: Fantezie burlescă (05:38)
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
flo'
2014: MAFA1-R.A.M. / Ascuns
2015: MAFA2-R.E.M.X / photo installation
2016: MAFA3-DADADA / advertisingstuff
2016: kinema ikon: serial / s.3 / e.3/ offline
2016-2017: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2017: MAFA4-CINEMA / The Beach (03:00)
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
2017: internet of ki (iok) / internet is going crazy (exhibition)
Oana Furdea

2016: kinema ikon: serial / s.3 / e.12 / a relative human product
2016 -2070: kinema ikon. Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Ioan Galea

1986: Studiu 1 - Detalii (04:55)
1987: Studiu 2 - Fibonacci (10:07)
2005: hymera (net.work)
2005: worx (dvd. hypermedia installation)
2010: kinema ikon 7010 (photo installation, interactive projection)
2012: Wunderkammer [kiWk@MoAA] (exhibition)
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2016: MAFA3-DADADA / experimental films - atelier kinema ikon
2017: MAFA4-CINEMA / kinema ikon: gallery to cinema
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
gH [ dslx ]

2005: Vertigo / dyslexonomikon v.1.2 (hypermedia installation)
2005: hyméra (network)
2005: worx (dvd. hypermedia installation)
2006: freestyle I (exhibition)
2007: freestyle II (exhibition)
2008: freestyle III (exhibition)
2010: D.P.R.T. (exhibition, intervention)
2010: kinema ikon 7010 (photo installation, interactive projection)
2011: Wunderkammer & Other Apparatus. SKEPSIS (exhibition)
2012: Wunderkammer [kiWk@MoAA] (exhibition)
2014: MAFÁ1-R.A.M. / ... și cum adică î? transformi printu’n artă contemporană? cum adică femina? și ... de ce orgasm? ... 
2014: [ POLEY-POP ]
2013-2014: kinema ikon: serial / s.1 / e.4 / Ink & Blood
2015: Wunderkammer 2 / Apparatus (exhibition)
2015: kinema ikon: serial / s.2 / e.5
2015: MAFÁ2-R.E.M.X / / sk’stg(a)n,rk- / (excision)
2016: MAFÁ3-DADADA / now, why in the world would i put butter near the drawing of a fly?
2016: kinema ikon: serial / s.3 / e.20 / cheap kills (p.ENDING)
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2017: MAFÁ4-CINEMA / amnesia 15 (cycles)
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
2017: k5—Ar.mΩ1se (hybrid installation)
2017: internet of ki (ioki) / m 0 th [the origin of a ripple (exhibition)
Alin Gherman
2002: alteridem.exe (hypermedia installation)
2003: alteridem.exe_2 (hypermedia installation)
2005: Vertigo (hypermedia installation)
2005: hymera (net.work)
2005: worx (dv.d hypermedia installation)
2010: kinema ikon 7010 (photo installation, interactive projection)
2012: Wunderkammer [kiW@MoAA] (exhibition)
2016-2070: kinema ikon. Capsula Timpului (time based art)
Daria Ghiu
2015: kinema ikon: serial / s.2 / e.5 / [Limitele limbii mele sunt limitele lumii mele]
2016-2017: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Caius Grozav

1994: Randevuul (computer, e-mail, fax, photo, video)
1995: Ready Media (media installation, cd-rom, video, mirror)
1996: The Knight From Carpathi (computer, video, cable tv)
1996: Opera Prima / hymera (cd-rom)
1997: Commedia del Multimedia / alternative escape (cd-rom)
2002: alteriderm.exe / Robotz Air Hokey (hypermedia installation)
2003: alteriderm.exe_2 (hypermedia installation)
2005: hymera (net.work)
2005: worx (dvd. hypermedia installation)
2006: freestyle I (exhibition)
2007: freestyle II (exhibition)
2008: freestyle III (exhibition)
2010: kinema ikon 7010 (photo installation, interactive projection)
2011: Wunderkammer & Other Apparatus. SKEPSIS (exhibition)
2012: Wunderkammer [kWk@MoAA] (exhibition)
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
Golem

2010: D.P.R.T. (exhibition, intervention)
2010: kinema ikon 7010 (photo installation, interactive projection)
2011: Wunderkammer & Other Apparatus. SKEPSIS (exhibition)
2012: Wunderkammer (kiWk@MoAA) (exhibition)
2013-2014: kinema ikon: serial / s.1 / e.3 / CRACIUNIKON
2015: MAFA2-R.E.M.X / The Bedroom
2016: MAFA3-DADADA / nununu
2016: kinema ikon: serial / s.3 / e.8 / L'Enie: Le'Jam
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Florin Hornoiu

1975: Navetistii (07:21)
1970-1989: documentary films (16 mm)
1994: Randevuul (computer, e-mail, fax, photo, video)
1995: Ready Media (media installation, cd-rom, video, mirror)
1996: The Knight From Carpatzi (computer, video, cable tv)
2005: hymera (net.work)
2005: worx (dvd. hypermedia installation)
2010: kinema ikon 7010 (photo installation, interactive projection)
2012: Wunderkammer [kiWk@MoAA] (exhibition)
2014: MAFA1-R.A.M / 900+
2016: MAFA3-DADADA / experimental films - atelier kinema ikon.
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2017: MAFA4-CINEMA / kinema ikon: gallery to cinema
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Mihnea Rareș Hanțiu
2015: MAFA2-R.E.M.X /
Cabina (02:00)
Coma (09:58)
Zi. Noapte (03:00)
2016: kinema ikon: serial / s.3 / e.12 / a relative human product
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2017: MAFA4-CINEMA / Above
One minute of each cinema (01:00)
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Peter Hügel

1994: Randevul (computer, e-mail, fax, photo, video)
1995: Ready Media (media installation, cd-rom, video, mirror)
1996: The Knight From Carpathi (computer, video, cable tv)
1996: Opera Prima / Historia Rerum (cd-rom)
1997: Commedia del Multimedia / archaeograffiti (cd-rom)
2002: alteridem.exe / Safarikon. The Setup (hypermedia installation)
2003: alteridem.exe_2 (hypermedia installation)
2005: hymera (net.work)
2005: worx (dvd. hypermedia installation)
2010: kinema ikon 7010 (photo installation, interactive projection)
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
Amalia Ignuța

2013-2014: kinema ikon: serial / s.1 / e.3: CRACIUNIKON
2015: kinema ikon: serial / s.2 / e.6: L'ENE: SOUNDBOARD
2015: MAFA2-R.E.M.X / The Bedroom
2016: kinema ikon: serial / s.3 / e.8: L'ENE: Le'Jam
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Anda Ionescu

2015: MAFA2-RE.M.X / Veneer (02:20)
2016-2070: kinema ikon. Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Mihai Iacobina

1994: Randevuul (computer, e-mail, fax, photo, video)
1995: Ready Media (media installation, cd-rom, video, mirror)
1996: The Knight From Carpatzi (computer, video, cable tv)
1996: Opera Prima (cd-rom)
1997: Commedia del Multimedia (cd-rom)
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
Jaaz

2010: D.P.R.T. (exhibition, intervention)
2010: kinema ikon 7010 (photo installation, interactive projection)
2012: Wunderkammer [iWk@MoAA] (exhibition)
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
Cristi Jurca

1980: Stereomania (07:31)
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2017: MAFA4-CINEMA / kinema ikon: gallery to cinema
Levente Kozma

2014: MAFA1-R.A.M. / Totem periféric 1-4
2015: MAFA2-R.E.M.X / 100%
2015: kinema ikon: serial / s.2 / e.4 / Aproape că nu s-a întâmplat nimic
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2016: MAFA3-DADADA / Expirator
2017: MAFA4-CINEMA / Attempt to set an attribute
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
kinewcomers

Catalin Alb
Calina Crestin
Daria Berce
Jhon Bordandini
Bianca Chise
Andreea Gugescu
Maria Haiduc
Ioana Ionescu
Bogdana Knapik
Otilia Lacatis
Paul Mot
Deborah Nagy
Sonia Racosi
Madalina Sirban
Mara Ungurean

2018: subsol 16, Art Museum Arad (exhibition)
kf
2005: connecting kf (network)
2005: hymera (network)
2005: xorx (dvd hypermedia installation)
2006: freestyle I (exhibition)
2007: freestyle II (exhibition)
2008: freestyle III (exhibition)
2010: D.P.R.T. (exhibition, intervention)
2010: New Shooter Out Now (01:56)
2010: kinema ikon 7010 (photo installation, interactive projection)
2011: Wunderkammer & Other Apparatus: SKEPSIS (exhibition)
2012: Wunderkammer {kiWk@MoAA} (exhibition)
2015: kinema ikon: serial / s.2 / e.1 / 46016'92"N 21031'57"E
2015: MAFA2-R.E.M.X
2016: kinema ikon: serial / s.3 / e.7 / Jonny
2016-2017: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2016: MAFA3-DADADA
2017: MAFA4-CINEMA
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Thea Lazăr

2017: internet of ki (iok) / Photosynthesis (exhibition)
2018: Let Us Approach The Internet At The Speed Of Dreams (exhibition)
2017: MAFA4-CINEMA / How to be yourself (17:18)
V. Leac

2015: MAFA2-R.E.M.X / Radio Lounge
2016: kinema ikon: serial / s.3 / e.18 / testând planeta
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2016: MAFA3-DADADA / Chat la Moinesti (01:00)
2017: MAFA4-CINEMA / The village drones 2 (08:51)
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
L’ENE
Alex Leric
Maria Tămășan
Traian Selejan
Anamaria Tatu
Darius Cheta
Sergiu Mureșan
Amalia Ignuța
Gelu Gircz
Robert Jianu
Crista Milici
Doris Winkler

2015: kinema ikon: serial / s.2 / e.6 / SOUNDBOARD
2015: Epaminondas/particles/Teba: Hanac
2015: R.E.M.X. - The Bedroom
2016: kinema ikon: serial / s.3 / e.8 / Le'Jam
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Alex Leric

2015: kinema ikon: serial / s.2 / e.6 / SOUNDBOARD
2015: Epaminondas/particles/Teba: Hamac
2015: R.E.M.X. - The Bedroom
2015: R.E.M.X. / Codex in Nomine
2016: kinema ikon: serial / s.3 / e.8 / Le'Jam
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Tempului (time based art)
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Iulian Leonard
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2017: Wireless (12:58)
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Lighoana

2005: connecting kf (net.work)
2005: hymera (net.work)
2005: worx (dvd. hypermedia installation)
2006: freestyle I (exhibition)
2007: freestyle II (exhibition)
2008: freestyle III (exhibition)
2010: D.P.R.T. (exhibition, intervention)
2010: kinema ikon 7010 (photo installation, interactive projection)
2011: Wunderkammer & Other Apparatus. SKEPSIS (exhibition)
2012: Wunderkammer [kiWk@MoAA] (exhibition)
2015: kinema ikon: serial / s.2 / e.1 / 46016°92"N 21031°57"E
2016: kinema ikon: serial / s.3 / e.7 / Jonny
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Alexandru Man

2006: freestyle I (exhibition)
2007: freestyle II (exhibition)
2008: freestyle III (exhibition)
2010: D.P.R.T. (exhibition, intervention)
2010: kinema ikon 7010 (photo installation, interactive projection)
2011: Wunderkammer & Other Apparatus. SKEPSIS (exhibition)
2012: Wunderkammer [kiWk@MoAA] (exhibition)
2013-2014: kinema ikon: serial / s.1 / e.1
2015: MAF2-A.R.E.M.X / Action
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Roxana Man
2011: Wunderkammer & Other Apparatus. SKEPSIS (exhibition)
2012: Wunderkammer (kiWk@MoAA) (exhibition)
2013-2014: kinema ikon: serial / s.1 / e.1
2015: MAFA2-R.E.M.X / Rainbow
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
Diana Marincu

2014: MAFA1-R.A.M. / atelier teoretic
2015: MAFA2-R.E.M.X / atelier teoretic
2015: cinema ikon: serial / s.2 / e.4 / Aproape că nu s-a întâmplat nimenic
2016-2070: cinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2016: MAFA3-DADADA / atelier teoretic
2017: cinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Anca Manga on Earth

2016: kinemaikon: serial / s.3 / e.17 / Am uitat tot
2016-2070: kinemaikon. Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2017: kinemaikon: screens (exhibition)
Viorel Micota

1979: Absența (13:06)
1979: Intrebuințarea noptii (09:07)
1980: Amintiri dintr-un peisaj (08:37)
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2017: MAFA4-CINEMA / kinema ikon: gallery to cinema
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Mistik

2006: freestyle I (exhibition)
2007: freestyle II (exhibition)
2008: freestyle III (exhibition)
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
Nita Mocanu

2006: freestyle I (exhibition)
2007: freestyle II (exhibition)
2008: freestyle III (exhibition)
2010: D.P.R.T. (exhibition, intervention)
2010: kinema ikon 7010 (photo installation, interactive projection)
2012: Wunderkammer [kiWk@MoAA] (exhibition)
2013-2014: kinema ikon: serial / s.1 / e.7 / Jurnal evaziv
2015: MAFA2-R.E.M.X / A Zombie Was Here Before
2016: MAFA3-DADADA / Only Tomorrow 2
2015: kinema ikon: serial / s.2 / e.4 / Aproape că nu s-a întâmplat nимic
2016: kinema ikon: serial / s.3 / e.6 / Network Expressions
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2017: MAFA4-CINEMA / Căt ce mult bine ne despărte, sound: monocore,
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
2017: internet of ki (lok) / There was no “real” sunny day (exhibition)
Monocore (Marius Stoica)
2015: kinema ikon: serial / s.2 / e.6 / SOUNDBOARD
2016: kinema ikon: serial / s.3 / e.6 / Network Expressions
2016: MAFA3 - DADADA
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
2017: internet of ki (iok) / There was no “real” sunny day (exhibition)
MODULAB

2014: MAFA1-R.A.M. / Digital Biopoesis
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Ioana Vreme Moser
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2016: MAFA3 - DADADA / Sound Object
2017: MAFA4 - CINEMA / Zurkubuk, Nux Stridens
2017: internet of ki (iok) / tête-à-tête (exhibition)
Daniel Motz
1977: Kitsch, Kitsch, Ural
2016-2070: kinema ikon. Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Livia Mateiș
2015: MAFA2-R.E.M.X / Teledream
2017: MAFA4-CINEMA / Earth Wave, 2017 (02:32)
2017: internet of ki (iok) / Biolaptop (exhibition)
Ioan T. Morar

1977: Autopsia uitării (05:21)
2005: hymera (network)
2005: worx (dvd. hypermedia installation)
2010: kinema ikon 7010 (photo installation, interactive projection)
2012: Wunderkammer (kiWk@MoAA) (exhibition)
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2016: MAFA3-DADADA / experimental films - atelier kinema ikon
2017: MAFA4-CINEMA / kinema ikon: gallery to cinema
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Mihai Mucescu

2010: kinema ikon 7010 (photo installation, interactive projection)
2012: Wunderkammer (kiWk@MoAA) (exhibition)
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
Adela Muntean

2013: kinema ikon: serial / s.3 / e.9 / Snakes & Circles
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2016: MAFA3-DADADA / Alter Ego
2017: MAFA4-CINEMA / Cinematic Heterotopia
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Marcela Muntean

1983: Pulsuni (07:21)
2005: hymera (network)
2005: worx (dvd. hypermedia installation)
2010: kinema ikon 7010 (photo installation, interactive projection)
2012: Wunderkammer (kiWk@MoAA) (exhibition)
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2016: MAFA3-DADADA / experimental films - atelier kinema ikon
2017: MAFA4-CINEMA / kinema ikon: gallery to cinema
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Bogdan Neagu

2010: kinema ikon 7010 (photo installation, interactive projection)
2012: Wunderkammer (kiWk@MoAA) (exhibition)
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
Gelu Mureșan

1980: Concertul (06:12)
2005: hymera (net.work)
2005: worx (dvd. hypermedia installation)
2010: kinema ikon 7010 (photo installation, interactive projection)
2012: Wunderkammer (köWk@MoAA) (exhibition)
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2016: MAFA3-DADADA / experimental films - atelier kinema ikon
2017: MAFA4-CINEMA / kinema ikon: gallery to cinema
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Sorin Neamţu
2014: MAFA1-R.A.M.
2015: MAFA2-R.E.M.X
2016: MAFA3-DADADA / Almost Chair Lifted Against a Blue Ball
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2017: MAFA4-CINEMA / Retopit (02:52)
Action with Rolling Chaiselongue, 2013 (03:20)
Ștefan Neamțu

1981: Ambient (05:18)
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2017: MAFA4-CINEMA / kinema ikon: gallery to cinema
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
n.e.u.r.o.

2005: worx (dvd. hypermedia installation)
2006: digital body (04:24)
2006: freestyle I (exhibition)
2007: freestyle II (exhibition)
2008: freestyle III (exhibition)
2010: D.P.R.T. (exhibition, intervention)
2010: kinema ikon 7010 (photo installation, interactive projection)
2011: Wunderkammer & Other Apparatus: SKEPSIS (exhibition)
2012: Wunderkammer [kiWk@MoAA] (exhibition)
2013-2014: kinema ikon: serial / s.1 / e.3 / CRACIUNIKON
2014: MAFA1-R.A.M. / I AM I
2015: MAFA2-R.E.M.X / prints
2016: MAFA3-DADADA / Naive Video (06:10)
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Lavinia Neda

2006: freestyle I (exhibition)
2007: freestyle II (exhibition)
2008: freestyle III (exhibition)
2010: D.P.R.T. (exhibition, intervention)
2010: kinema ikon 7010 (photo installation, interactive projection)
2011: Wunderkammer & Other Apparatus. SKEPSIS (exhibition)
2012: Wunderkammer [kiWk@MoAA] (exhibition)
2013-2014: kinema ikon: serial / s.1 / e.6 / The Garden Of Freaky Delights
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Cosmin Obreja

2014: kinema ikon: serial / s.1 / e.6/ The Garden Of Freaky Delights
2016-2070: kinema ikon. Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Daria Nistor
2015: MAFA2-R.E.M.X / Ploaie (02:48)
2016:2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2017: MAFA4-CINEMA / Slalom (04:30)
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Codrutza Onaga

2010: kinema ikon 7010 (photo installation, interactive projection)
2016 -2070: kinema ikon. Capsula Timpului (time based art)
Sergiu Onaga

1979: Aluncând spre alb (06:44)
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Adriana Oprea
2014: MAFA1-R.A.M. / atelier teoretic
2015: MAFA2-R.E.M.X. / atelier teoretic
2015: kinema ikon: serial / s.2 / e.2 / Black
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Ioan Liviu Orlętchi

2016: kinema ikon: serial / s.3 / e.10 / Me, Myselfie & I
2016-2070: kinema ikon. Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Adrian Ostañ

1970: Kruja (05:04)
1978: Studii [...] (07:56)
2005: honey (net lavoro)
2005: wox (dvd. hypermedia installation)
2010: kinema ikon 7010 (photo installation, interactive projection)
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2016: MAFA3-DADADA / experimental films - atelier kinema ikon
2017: MAFA4-CINEMA / kinema ikon: gallery to cinema
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Cristian Ostafí

1984: Convergență spre inutil (06:06)
2005: hymera (net.work)
2005: worx (dvd. hypermedia installation)
2010: kinema ikon 7010 (photo installation, interactive projection)
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2016: MAFA3-DADADA / experimental films - atelier kinema ikon
2017: MAFA4-CINEMA / kinema ikon: gallery to cinema
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Mihai Păcurar

2005: Vertigo / Good Copy Bad Copy (hypermedia installation)
2005: hyméra (net/works)
2005: worx (dvd. hypermedia installation)
2006: freestyle I (exhibition)
2007: freestyle II (exhibition)
2008: freestyle III (exhibition)
2010: D.P.R.T. (exhibition. intervention)
2010: kinema ikon 7010 (photo installation, interactive projection)
2011: Wunderkammer & Other Apparatus. SKEPSIS (exhibition)
2012: Wunderkammer (kiWk@MoAA) (exhibition)
2013-2014: kinema ikon: serial / s.1 / e.8 / Your Name Here
2014: MAFA1-R.A.M. / EG 1-19900991-1 GE
2015: MAFA2-R.E.M.X/ Bench (03:21) / Fear is a lie (03:06) / Stadion (03:23)
2015: Bench (03:21)
2016: kinema ikon: serial / s.3 / e.15 / Cutia albă
2016-2017: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2017: MAFA4-CINEMA / Panasonic MS4
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Ovidiu Pecican
1979: Semne (07:50)
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2017: MAFA4-CINEMA / kinema ikon: gallery to cinema
Andrada Pecican
2016: kinema ikon: serial / s.3 / e.19 / 1979 | 2009 | 2039
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2017: MAFA4-CINEMA / Trepte (06:13)
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Alexandru Pecican

1979: Exercițiu subliminal (06:12)
1984: Fereastră deschisă spre (06:38)
2005: hymera (net.work)
2005: worx (dvd. hypermedia installation)
2010: kinema ikon 7010 (photo installation, interactive projection)
2012: Wunderkammer [kiWk@MoAA] (exhibition)
2016: kinema ikon: serial / s.3 / e.19: 1979 | 2009 | 2039
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2016: MAFA3-DADADA / experimental films - atelier kinema ikon
2017: MAFA4-CINEMA / kinema ikon: gallery to cinema
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Svetlana Petrovici

2014: MAFA1-R.A.M. / Workin’ Progress
2014: kinema ikon: serial / s.1 / e.6/ The Garden Of Freaky Delights
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Boris Peianov

2010: D.P.R.T. (exhibition, intervention)
2010: kinema ikon 7010 (photo installation, interactive projection)
2012: Wunderkammer [kiWk@MoAA] (exhibition)
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
Pnea
2005: connecting kf (network)
2005: hymera (net.work)
2005: worx (dvd. hypermedia installation)
2006: freestyle I (exhibition)
2007: freestyle II (exhibition)
2008: freestyle III (exhibition)
2010: D.P.R.T. (exhibition, intervention)
2010: kinema i kor 7010 (photo installation, interactive projection)
2011: Wunderkammer & Other Apparatus. SKEPSIS (exhibition)
2012: Wunderkammer [ukiW@MoAA] (exhibition)
2015: kinema i kor: serial / s.2 / e.1 / 46016'92"N 21031'57"E
2015: MAFA2-R.E.M.X / 7 sketchbooks
2016: MAFA3-DADADA / 341, 358, etc
2016: kinema i kor: serial / s.3 / e.7 / Jonny
2016-2070: kinema i kor: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2017: kinema i kor: screen (exhibition)
Ioan Plesh

1977: Poluare (05:34)
1977: Feux follets (03:24)
1977: Omagiu lui Dali (06:32)
1978: Efecte de împrimăvăre (04:43)
1978: Joc pe orizontală (05:08)
1978: Simple coincidente (06:01)
1979: Panta Rhei (05:30)
1981: Iluminări (05:48)
1981: Solarizare (04:29)
1982 Emergență (06:45)
2005: Hymera (Net:works)
2005: Worx (DVD, hypermedia installation)
2010: Kinema Ikon 7010 (Photo installation, interactive projection)
2012: Wunderkammer (KiWk@MoAA) (exhibition)
2016-2070: Kinema Ikon: Capsula Timpului (Time based art)
2016: MAFA3-DADADA / experimental films - atelier kinema ikon
2017: MAFA4-CINEMA / kinema ikon: gallery to cinema
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Laurian Popa
2015: MAFA2-REM.X / Black duvet
2017: MAFA4-CINEMA / Dysfunctional objects (04:04)
2017: internet of ki (iok) / Dysfunctional objects (exhibition)
Adrian Sandu

2005: hymera (net.work)
2005: worx (dvd. hypermedia installation)
2006: freestyle I (exhibition)
2007: freestyle II (exhibition)
2008: freestyle III (exhibition)
2010: D.P.R.T. (exhibition. intervention)
2010: kinema ikon 7010 (photo installation, interactive projection)
2011: Wunderkammer & Other Apparatus. SKEPSIS (exhibition)
2012: Wunderkammer [kiWk@MoAA] (exhibition)
2014: MAFA1-R.A.M. / <||>
2015: MAFA2-R.E.M.X / installation // artist’s studio
2016: MAFA3-DADADA / network
2016: kinema ikon: serial / s.3 / e.11 / The Balcony
2016-2017: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2017: MAFA4-CINEMA / Fragments (03:13)
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Horea Santau
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Sergiu Sas
2005: Vertigo / mother nature | father knowledge (hypermedia installation)
2005: connecting kf (network)
2005: hymera (network)
2005: worx (dvd. hypermedia installation)
2006: freestyle I (exhibition)
2007: freestyle II (exhibition)
2008: freestyle III (exhibition)
2010: kinema ikon 7010 (photo installation, interactive projection)
2011: Wunderkammer & Other Apparatus. SKEPSIS (exhibition)
2012: Wunderkammer [kiWk@MoAA] (exhibition)
2014: MAFA1-R.A.M. / Workin’ Progress
2015: MAFA2-R.E.M.X / media installation
2015: Wunderkammer 2 / Apparatus (exhibition)
2016: MAFA3-DADADA / Vanessa (09:45)
2013-2014: kinema ikon: serial / s.1 / e.6 / The Garden Of Freaky Delights
2016: kinema ikon: serial / s.3 / e.13 / Păzind merele de aur
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2017: MAFA4-CINEMA / Cedez la orice presiune (11:26)
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Mihai Sălăjan
2005: Vertigo / the feeling machine (hypermmedia installation)
2005: hymëra (net.work)
2005: worx (dvd. hypermedia installation)
2006: freestyle I (exhibition)
2007: freestyle II (exhibition)
2008: freestyle III (exhibition)
2010: D.P.R.T. (exhibition, intervention)
2010: kinema ikon 7010 (photo installation, interactive projection)
2011: Wunderkammer & Other Apparatus. SKEPSIS (exhibition)
2012: Wunderkammer [kiWk@MoAA] (exhibition)
2013-2014: kinema ikon: serial / s.1 / e.9 / Tribology
2014: MAFA1-R.A.M. / Picture: The Machine
2015: MAFA2-R.E.M.X / Epiphora V1.0 (04:55)
2016: kinema ikon: serial / s.3 / e.14 / Catchfish
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2017: MAFA4-CINEMA / Bodrog - concert
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Ileana Selejan

2010: D.P.R.T. (exhibition, intervention)
2010: kinema ikon 7010 (photo installation, interactive projection)
2011: Wunderkammer & Other Apparatus. SKEPSIS (exhibition)
2012: Wunderkammer (kiWk®MoAA) (exhibition)
2014: MAFA1-R.A.M. / curator
2015: kinema ikon: serial / s.2 / e.10 / Mașina Timpului
2015: MAFA2-R.E.M.X / curator
2016: MAFA3-DADADA/ curator
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2017: MAFA4-CINEMA / curator
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
2017: kφ—Δρ.μΩλοφ / a a e i o u (hybrid installation)
Traian Selejan

2015: kinema ikon: serial / s.2 / e.6 / SOUNDBOARD
2015: MAFA2-R.E.M.X / The Bedroom
2015: Wunderkammer 2 / Apparatus / Zoetrope 1834 (exhibition)
2016: kinema ikon: serial / s.3 / e.8 / Le'Jam
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Diana Serghiută

2015: MAFA2 - R.E.M.X / Sliding into black
2016-2017: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2017: MAFA4 - CINEMA / Visual residue (02:30)
Demian Şandru

1975: Open-Flash (07:53)
2005: hymera (network)
2005: worx (dvd. hypermedia installation)
2010: kinema ikon 7010 (photo installation, interactive projection)
2012: Wunderkammer (kiWk@MoAA) (exhibition)
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2016: MAFA3-DADADA / experimental films - atelier kinema ikon
2017: MAFA4-CINEMA / kinema ikon: gallery to cinema
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Viorel Simulov

1984: Manuscript (06:06) 1984
1985: Ocular (05:36) 1985
1988: Peisaj Lichid (08:23) 1988
2005: hyméra (net.work)
2005: worx (dvd. hypermedia installation)
2010: kinema ikon 7010 (photo installation, interactive projection)
2012: Wunderkammer [kiWk@MoAA] (exhibition)
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2016: MAFA3-DADADA / experimental films - atelier kinema ikon
2017: MAFA4-CINEMA / kinema ikon: gallery to cinema
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Iosif Stroia

1984: Autoportret (05:46)
1990-1993: designer Conversatia magazine
2005: hymera (net.work)
2005: worx (dvd. hypermedia installation)
2010: kinema ikon 7010 (photo installation, interactive projection)
2012: Wunderkammer [kiWk@MoAA] (exhibition)
2016-2070: kinema ikon. Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2016: MAFA3-DADADA / Desen
2016: MAFA3-DADADA / experimental films - atelier kinema ikon
2017: MAFA4-CINEMA / kinema ikon: gallery to cinema
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Anamaria Tatu

2015: MAFA2-R.E.M.X / Quanta (04:14)
2016: kinema ikon: serial / s.3 / e.8 / LeJam
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Oana Tarce

2015: MAFA2-R.E.M.X / photo installation
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2017: MAFA4-CINEMA / Polycentric views (03:00)
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Maria Tămășan
2015: kinema ikon: serial / s.2 / e.6 / SOUNDBOARD
2015: Epaminondas/particles/Teba: Hamac
2015: R.E.M.X. - The Bedroom
2016: kinema ikon: serial / s.3 / e.8 / Le'Jam
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Ștefan Tiron

2003: alteridem.exe_2 (hypermedia installation)
2005: worx (dvd. hypermedia installation)
2006: freestyle I (exhibition)
2007: freestyle II (exhibition)
2008: freestyle III (exhibition)
2010: kinema ikon 7010 (photo installation, interactive projection)
2011: Wunderkammer & Other Apparatus. SKEPSIS (exhibition)
2014: MAFA1-R.A.M. / atelier teoretic
2015: kinema ikon: serial / s.2 / e.7 / AIDC
2015: MAFA2-R.E.M.X / atelier teoretic
2016: MAFA3-DADADA / atelier teoretic
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2017: MAFA4-CINEMA / SWARMER infestation / post-invasive HYPERDENSITY
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Monica Trifu
1979: Duet (08:32)
2016-2070: kinema ikon. Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Tomck@t
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
Bogdan Tomșa

2013: kinema ikon: serial / s.1 / e.2 / Synthetic Space
2014: MAFA1-R.A.M. / Video Error
2015: MAFA2-R.E.M.X / Exit
2016: MAFA3-DADADA / Folders
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
2017: internet of ki (iok) / Unidentified (exhibition)
Liliana Trandabur

1989: Mise-en-écran (06:51)
1996: Opera Prima / Pataphysique (cd-rom)
1997: Commedia del Multimedia / le consommateur jettable (cd-rom)
2005: hymera [net.work]
2005: worx (dvd. hypermedia installation)
2010: kinema ikon 7010 (photo installation, interactive projection)
2012: Wunderkammer [kiWk@MoAA] (exhibition)
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2016: MAFA3-DADADA / experimental films - atelier kinema ikon
2017: MAFA4-CINEMA / kinema ikon: gallery to cinema
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Ivan Tolan

2005: Vertigo / hyper junk (hypermedia installation)
2005: hyméra (network)
2005: worx (dvd. hypermedia installation)
2011: Wunderkammer & Other Apparatus. SKEPSIS (exhibition)
2012: Wunderkammer (kiWk@MoAA) (exhibition)
2013-2014: kinema ikon: serial / s.1 / e.3 / CRACIUNIKON
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
Emanuel Țeț

1978: Poem dinamic (04:30)
1980: Vinătoarea de păsări (06:55)
1981: Îmbălăzitorul de șerpi (07:03)
2005: hymera (net.work)
2005: worx (dvd. hypermedia installation)
2010: kinema ikon 7010 (photo installation, interactive projection)
2012: Wunderkammer (kiWk@MoAA) (exhibition)
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2016: MAFA3-DADADA / experimental films - atelier kinema ikon
2017: MAFA4-CINEMA / kinema ikon: gallery to cinema
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Rodica Varganici
2010: kinema ikon 7010 (photo installation, interactive projection)
2016-2070: kinema ikon. Capsula Timpului (time based art)
Raluca Velisar
2003: alteridem.exe_2 (hypermedia installation)
2005: worx (dvd. hypermedia installation)
2006: freestyle I (exhibition)
2007: freestyle II (exhibition)
2008: freestyle III (exhibition)
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
Arina Varga
2010: kinema ikon 7010 (photo installation, interactive projection)
2012: Wunderkammer (kiWk@MoAA) (exhibition)
2015: MAFA2-R.E.M.X / do you REM in color?
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2016: MAFA3-DADADA / Turn your light on
2017: MAFA4-CINEMA / I Am Object
Mihai Zgondoiu

2016: MAFA3-DADADA / TZARA, TZARA, VREM DADA // DADA LOVE
2016: kinema ikon: serial / s.3 / e.16 / Nu mai avem artă!
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
Calin Man

1986: Pleonasm in peisaj (12:23)
1994: Randevuul (computer, e-mail, fax, photo, video)
1995: Ready Media (media installation, cd-rom, video, mirror)
1996: The Knight From Carpathi (computer, video, cable tv)
1996: Opera Prima / reVoltaire archive (cd-rom)
1997: Commedia del Multimedia / Radio Red Egg (cd-rom)
2002: alteridem.exe (hypermedia installation)
2003: alteridem.exe_2 / Esoth Eric / net.art kit (hypermedia installation)
2003: reVoltaire-at Venietzsche (surveillance cams, 02:25:24)
2005: hymera (net.work)
2005: worx (dvd. hypermedia installation)
2006: freestyle I (exhibition)
2007: freestyle II (exhibition)
2008: freestyle III (exhibition)
2010: DPRT. (exhibition, intervention)
2010: kinema ikon 7010 (photo installation, interactive projection)
2011: Wunderkammer & Other Apparatus. SKEPSIS (exhibition)
2012: Wunderkammer (kiWk@MoAA) (exhibition)
2013-2014: kinema ikon: serial / s.1 / e.1 / Fifty Mississippi
2014: MAFA1-R.A.M. / Unde este muzeul de artă? (03:38)
2015: kinema ikon: serial / s.2 / e.10 / Mașina Timpului
2015: MAFA2-R.E.M.X / Mașina Timpului 2
2015: Wunderkammer 2 / Apparatus / Cabinet stereoscope 1867 (exhibition)
2016: kinema ikon: serial / s.3 / e.1 / DADADA
2016-2070: kinema ikon: Capsula Timpului (time based art)
2016: MAFA3-DADADA / Muzeul de Artă Arad (banner)
2017: MAFA4-CINEMA / Dedi
2017: kinema ikon: screens (exhibition)
2017: k02—ΔμQιας / 100USD (hybrid installation)
2017: internet of ki (iok) / You Are Not Invisible, Man! (exhibition)
kinema ikon / multimedia atelier since 1970

exhibitions:
2018 folder X (incript) file:2 subset 16 by kurzawners, Art Museum Arad
2018 folder X (incript) file:1. Thea Lazăr: Let Us Approach The Internet At The Speed Of Dreams, Art Museum Arad
2018 kineka ikon: authors, Art Museum Arad
2017 internet of li (6), Art Museum Arad
2017 Media Art Festival Arad / CINIMA, Art Museum Arad, Cinema Arad Arad
2017 Visualizing the Sound, WASP Bucharest
2017 Error 404. Territories of Absence, MNAC Bucharest
2017 kineka ikon: screens, Art Museum Arad
2017 Notes on a Landscape, Art Safari Bucharest
2016 Media Art Festival Arad / DA'DMA, Art Museum Arad, kineka ikon
2016 Time Capsule 2073, Arad Museum Arad
2016 kineka ikon: serial / season 3 / 20 episodes, Art Museum Arad
2016 Signal to Code: 59 Years of Media Art in The Rose Goldstein Archive, Hirschland Exhibition Gallery Carl A. Kroth Library, Cornell University
2015 laughter and forgetting, Bucharest Art Week, Biblioteca Națională București
2015 Media Art Festival Arad / R.E.M., MNAC Bucharest
2015 Media Art Festival Arad / R.E.M., Magazin Mixt - franchise, Casa cu Leți, Timisoara
2015 Ubiqtous, Cazarmo, I. Timisoara / Banff Gallery
2015 Art Encounters, Sequential Strings, Muzeul de Artă Timişoara
2015 kineka ikon: Wunderkammer 2 / Apparatus, Art Museum Arad
2015 Media Art Festival Arad / R.E.M., Ateneul Mall Arad
2015 Epamalondas (.), at Particles, T.E.A factory Arad
2015 FILE [Festival Internacional de Linguagem Eletronica], Sao Paulo
2015 kineka ikon: serial, season two, 10 episodes, Art Museum Arad
2014 kineka ikon at Media Art Festival Arad / R.A.M. Random Access Memory
2014 kineka ikon – May I Have Your Attention, Banff Gallery, Cluj-Napoca, Fabrica de Pensule
2013 kineka ikon: serial, season one, 10 episodes, Art Museum Arad
2013 Wunderkammer, Banff Gallery, Cluj-Napoca
2013 In This Pavilion One Can See Art - Romania in Venice. 89 years with La Biennale, transit.ro/ Bucharest
2012 Wunderkammer (on permanent view at the Museum of Art Arad)
2012 Observatory, New York
2012 FILE RIO
2011 Wunderkammer & Other Apparatus: SKEPSIS, kf Arad
2011 FILE [Festival Internacional de Linguagem Eletronica], Sao Paulo
2010 kineka ikon 2010 project, Art Museum Arad ar Kf
2010 When History Comes Knocking: Romanian Art from the 80s and 90s in Close Up, Galeria Plan B Berlin
2010 DPRT. exhibition: Art Museum Arad, intervention: various cities, 2010
2008 works at send & receive exhibition CYNI/TAR, Dresden
2008 freestyle // kf Arad
2007 freestyle do (exhibition/workshop), kf Arad
2006 freestyle (exhibition/workshop), dlo gallery + kf Arad
2005 retrospective kineka ikon ‘70-’05, MNAC Bucharest
2004 kl@kl off-screen/on-screen, cafeclub Arad
2003 The 50th Venice Biennale, romanian pavilion
2003 Preview, MNAC, Kalinderi Medialab, Bucharest
2002 afterdem.exe exhibition, Art Museum Arad
1998 ISEA revelation, Liverpool
1998 VIFER, Lucerne
1997 European Media Art Festival, Osnabrück
1997 OSIntermedia, Bauhaus Dessau Berlin
1996 Complexul Muzeal, Art Museum Arad
1996 Experiment 60-90, S.C.C.A. Artpool Bucharest
1995 MEDIA CULPA, S.C.C.A. Bucharest
1995 screening kineka ikon, Centre Georges Pompidou Paris
1994 0210101 Exhibition, S.C.C.A. Bucharest
1994 intermedia magazine
1993 Ex Oriente Lux, S.C.C.A. Bucharest
1990-1993 conversatia magazine
1988 intermedia 2 symposium, the interval, City Theatre Arad
1986 mirror space, Architecture Institute Bucharest
1984 intermedia 1 symposium, the image, City Theatre Arad
1980 retrospective, film exp. High School Arad
1977 International Festival: Abstract Animation, Cracovie
1975 International Festival: Fiction Short Films, Brno
1970 Arma (postaete simultane): the first experimental film by George Sabau, produced by k

experimental films
1970-1989
George Sabau: (postaete simultane) (03:00) 1970
Petru Ciocârlan / Adrian Ostafi / G. Nicolaee - Klip. (05:04) 1970
Demian Sandru: Open-Flash (07:53) 1975
Romulus Budici: Singur cu zapada (08:03) 1975
Romulus Budici: Ziua nemurii (09:31) 1975
Florin Horoiu: Naveștești (07:21) 1975
Ioan T. Moro: Autoptia uitarită (05:21) 1977
Daniel Motz: Kisch, Kisch, Uhr (05:12) 1977
Ioan Ples: Pelicure (09:34) 1977
Ioan Ples: Temptations (03:24) 1977
Ioan Ples: Omagiu lui Dali (06:32) 1977
Emanuel Teş: Poem dinamic (04:30) 1978
Geo Crâină: Fantaziile burlesce (05:38) 1978
Ioan Ples: Efecte de imprimări (04:43) 1978
Ioan Ples: ioc pe orizontul (03:00) 1978
Ioan Ples: Simple coincidentă (06:01) 1978
Valentin Constantin / Adrian Ostafi: Studii (.) (07:56) 1978
Valentin Constantin: Visul între via și vor (07:28) 1978
Alexandru Podean: Exercițiul sublininizat (06:32) 1979
Ioan Plesch: Panta Rhe (05:30) 1979
kinemaikon: Adagio (05:42) 1979
kinemaikon: Sopacul (05:21) 1979
Monica Tufila: Duet (08:32) 1979
Ovidiu Peckan: Semne (07:50) 1979
Romulus Budiu: Motor (02:29) 1979
Sergiu Ongaga: Nu murzând spre alt (06:44) 1979
Vioroi Niculașe: Absența (13:06) 1979
Vioroi Niculașe: Întrunirea noptii (09:07) 1979
Emanuel Tăt: Vinătorul de pași (06:53) 1980
Galul Muzical: Concertul (06:12) 1980
Cristi Jurca: Stereomania (07:31) 1980
Valentin Constantin: Trei schiite pentru un film uitat (05:33) 1980
Vioroi Niculașe: Amintiri dintr-un pașopti (08:37) 1980
George Saba: Decapug (09:00) 1980-1985
Ioan Plesch: Ruminăi (05:46) 1981
Valentin Constantin: Începutul de eroare (08:45) 1981
Stefan Neamțu: Ambiții (05:16) 1981
Emanuel Tăt: Imitatorul de sechipi (07:03) 1981
Ioan Plesch: Subteran (04:29) 1981
Ioan Plesch: Emergent (06:45) 1982
Marcela Muntean: Pulsuri (07:21) 1983
Iosif Sinior: Autoaparare (05:46) 1984
Cristian Ostafi: Convergență (08:46) 1984
Alexandru Păcurar: Ferestrau deschisă spre înuit (06:06) 1984
Romulus Bucaș: Nu trăgeți în pianist (03:32) 1984
Valentin Constantin: Fără titlu (05:13) 1984
Vioroi Simușlov: Manualul (06:04) 1984
Călin Man: Pleoană în piept (12:23) 1986
George Saba: Fragmentul (09:00) 1985-1990
Vioroi Simușlov: Obiectul (05:36) 1985
Valentin Constantin: Gru-plan de z (06:46) 1985
Ioan Golea: Studiu 1 - Detaliu (01:16) 1986
Ioan Golea: Studiu 2 - Fibonacci (12:07) 1987
Vioroi Simușlov: Piept (05:23) 1988
R. Boncea et al.: Mise-en-scène (05:16) 1989
1990-2020
Călin Man: What’s Happening (01:01) 1986-1994
George Saba: Banca de imagine (23:07) 1995
Ioan Ciorba: RGB (01:02) 1998
Ioan Ciorba: dynamic spectrum (cd-rom, 18 interactive films) 2001
Sandro Ferrari: Savers (01:14) 2001
Călin Man: k_attack (03:11) 2005
Mihai Păcurar: Tractor (02:55) 2005-2010
dic: dynesromicon v.1.2 (03:03) 2005
mic&gl: Digital Body (04:24) 2006
Nita Mocanu, Marius Stoica: Dear máni (29:44) 2006
Linda Borkasz: Netscape (06:47) 2006
Artur Dito: final 30 seconds (01:35) 2008
Artur Dito: 9:40 a.m. (01:35) 2008
Artur Dito: 01:19:00; 01:29; 2009
kf: New Shooter Out Now (1:56) 2010
Alexandru Man: RG 1 (01:11) 2010
dic: / (13:03) 2010
e-re-viatare: The Malcom Test (10:00) 2013
Alex Man: PrP (10.00) 2013
re-viatare: 5 ready media files by Vasile Cărtanii (11:27) 2012
re-viatare: Unde e Muzeul de Artă (03:30) 2014
Serghiu Săcu: Cautându-le pe Brâncuşii (04:56) 2014
V. Leacă: The Village Drones (03:39) 2014
Mihai Salaj: Epifona V.1.0 (04:55) 2015
Anamaria Tatu: Quanta (04:12) 2015
Mihai Păcurar: Bench (03:21) 2015
Liviu Matei: Teleoară (03:13) 2015
Sandro Ferrari: Mannequin Histor (05:17) 2015
Leie & Young: Chat la Molnerti (01:17) 2016
Serghiu Săcu: Vaseasa (02:41) 2016
Tatelzell Ticalos: Only Humans Search For Meaning (02:56) 2016
re-viatare: Unwritten.Rusine (05:40) 2003-2016
Ilieana Seljan: aaaaauuu (11:50) 2017
Iulian Leonard: Wireless (12:58) 2017
Iulian Leonard: STOP (15:45) 2018

2013-2016 / kinemaikon: serial
s1 e1: re-viatare: Fifty Mississipio (02:23)
s2 e2: Bogdan Tozșa: Synthetic Space (03:00)
s3 e3: A.I.K.M.Y, Iv Dociu, George, Neurom, Newcomfv, Pnea, Lavina Grama, Anamaria Ignuta, Traian Seljaean
Andrei Greco, Catalin Indraciu, Maria Tarnașan: CRACIUNIÇON (03:03)
s4 e4: C.H. Ink & Blood / 01:27
s5 e5: E.R. Mioasă a pierit de stingă (01:40)
s6 e6: Sergiu, Vulpiandela, Selfmadecos, Cosmin, Lavina: The Garden Of Freaky Delights (03:01)
s7 e7: Nita Mocanu - Jurnal evaziv (02:54)
s8 e8: Mihai Păcurar: Your Name Here (03:00)
s9 e9: Salajian Mihai: Tribology (03:07)
s10 e10: Bogdanatu: Utopian (pastrătorul de limbi moarte) (03:00)
s11 e11: genoplas // tf: 4601755212/21011375?e = SANIER ARCHEOLOGIC / 4175 A.D. (04:59)
s2 e2: Judit Angel / Sandor Bartha: Devices For A Better World (02:13)
s2 e3: Adriana Opera // gh: Black (04:26)
s2 e4: Diana Marinca // Nita Mocanu (05:26) /
s2 e4: Levente Kozma (02:12) / Apprope că nu s-a întâmplat nimic
s2 e5: Diaa Ghia // Maria Balaban // delc [Limitele limbii melo sunt limitele lumii melo] (01:24)
s2 e6: Fene // Fene / monoscope: SOURDOARD (01:19)
s2 e7: megatron: Morning Check (04:54)
s2 e8: Horea Avram // Kinema ikon: Screen Savors (02:00)
s2 e10: Beana Seljan // revVoilaitre: Masina Timpalui (03:43)
s3 e1: revVoilaitre: DADADA (05:08)
s3 e2: Ioan Paul Colta: intalniri (03:02)
s3 e3: Foi: offline (02:31)
s3 e4: Bogdanator: worship RNG majik (00:49)
s3 e5: Bogdan Tomescu: Alien Armist (03:10)
s3 e6: Nita Mocanu, Marius Stoica: Network Expressions (04:04)
s3 e7: KP: Jonny (03:24)
s3 e8: L'Eire: LeLav (Alex Leric, Maria Tarnasan, Traian Seljan, Anamaria Tatu, Darina Cheta, Sergiu Mureșan, Amalia Iușcu, Gelu Gîrlăc, Robert Jianu, Cristina Milic) (04:47)
s3 e9: Adela Muntean: Snakes & Circles (03:27)
s3 e10: Ioan Iuțu Orletchi: Mo, Myselfie & i (01:57)
s3 e11: Adrian Sandu: The Balcony (02:27)
s3 e12: Oana Furdos // Milinca Rareş Hanjiu // Teo Cocklub: a relative human product (01:46)
s3 e13: Serpig Sat: Făzând merele de aur (04:28)
s3 e14: Adelina Laura, Mimi Sasăcan: Catchfish (03:39)
s3 e15: Mihai Păcurar: Cutia alba (17:54)
s3 e16: Mihai Zgâneșcu: Nu mai avem artă (00:57)
s3 e17: Andra Moș on Earth: Am uitat tot (02:36)
s3 e18: Vasile Leacă / Cristina Bogdan: testând planeta (01:03)
s3 e20: gh: cheap kills (p.ENDING) (00:52)
last episode: Kinema ikon: Time Capsule (01:52)

mixed media works (1990-1996)

Rabeauvul
[computer, e-mail, fax, photo, videoclip, 1994]
George Sabau, Caluș Grozav, Judit Andrei, Peter Hügel, Florin Horneku, Mihai Iacobina, Ioan Ciortba, Romulus Bucur, Calin Man

Ready Media
[media installation, cd-rom, video tape] 1995
George Sabau, Caluș Grozav, Judit Andrei, Peter Hügel, Florin Horneku, Ioan Ciortba, Romulus Bucur, Calin Man

The Knight From Carpathia
[computer, video, cable tv] 1996
George Sabau, Caluș Grozav, Judit Andrei, Peter Hügel, Florin Horneku, Ioan Ciortba, Romulus Bucur, Calin Man

hypermedia works (1996-2005)

Opera Prima
[cd-rom] 1996
programming: Caluș Grozav
sound: Ioan Ciortba & ki / media design: Calin Man
Romulus Bucur: Dirty
George Sabau: Screen
Judit Andrei: Art Museum Arad
Peter Hügel: History Renew
Mitar Kapture: Domotique
Liliana Trandafir: Phatapsyche
Caluș Grozav: Hymera
Calin Man: revVoilaitre Archive

Commedia del MultimediA
[cd-rom] 1997
programming: Caluș Grozav
sound: Ioan Ciortba & ki / media design: Calin Man
Judit Andrei: Alice In The Museum
Caluș Grozav: Alternative Escape
George Sabau: Test Of The Imaginary
Liliana Trandafir: Le Consonnateur Jettable
Mitar Kapture: La Fusillade
Ioan Ciortba: MorphoMeta
Romulus Bucur: Through The Looking Glass
Peter Hügel: Archaeographist
Calin Man: Radio Red Egg
alteridem.exe  
[hypermedia installation] 2002
individul projects:  
Peter Hugel: Satarkon, The Setup
George Sabau: Melting Pot À Porter
Caliin Man: Walter Ego, In Full Swing
Culcu Grozavu: Robotiz Air Hockey
Rezina Chereches: Peripatetic Sitting On
Judith Angel: Globus Globber
Ioana Coroar: R.G.B.
Romulus Bucur: A Treat Of Cat

group project: cinema ikon

alteridem.exe 2  
[hypermedia installation] 2003
module 1. caliiin man: Esoth Eric
2 computers, 2 monitors, 2 multimedia projectors
programming: Alin Ghiman
concept, media design, txt. imge, avi, sound: Caliiin Man
module 3. caliiin man: net art Leaf
cd-rom, internet, 2 computers, 1 monitor,
1 multimedia projector, 3 webcams
concept, media design, txt, imge, avi, sound, html: Caliiin Man
module 2. cinema ikon: alteridem.exe
2 computers, 2 multimedia projectors, 1 screen
programming: Alin Ghiman
flash: Cula Grozavu, Sandor Bartha
media design, html: Caliiin Man

vertigo  
[cd-rom] 2005
programming and design: the authors
Mihai Salajean: The Feeling Machine
Iosif Gheorghe: Dyslexioxidikon VL2
Ivan Tolan: Hyper Junk
Mihai Pucar: Good Copy / Bad Copy
Linda Barkas: Singlu Sae. Mother Nature | Father Knowledge

connecting kf  
[network] 2005
programming and design: the authors
Ioana Eremias, Gabriel Cosma, Radu Cosma

hymera  
[network] 2005
ki data base: images and sounds
programming and media design: revoltaire

worx  
[hypermedia installation] 2005
7 modules, with 14 screens / displays, reflecting the stages underwent: experimental films,
mixed media, hypermedia: CD ROM, installations and net works:
concept, html, media design: Caliiin Man

kinema ikon: worx [dvd] 2005
concept, html, media design: Caliiin Man
kinema ikon: 22 film expo [dvd] 2005

hybrid media works (2006-2012)

freestyle I  
[exhibition, workshop] 2006
Octavian Beletian, Gabriel Cosma, Raful Cosma, Bogdanator, Ioana Eremias, Herpinero, Dyslex, Linda Barkas, Alexandru Man, Revoltaire, Misik, 01, Nita Mocanu, Adrian Sandu, Selfmademusic, Marius Stoica, Megatron, Sebastian Big, Daniel Gontz, Valentin Chinescu, Cristian Necipor, Florin Tudor, Cristian Pogacean

freestyle II  
[exhibition, workshop] 2007

freestyle III  
[exhibition, workshop] 2008
Grosab, dyslex, Livia Cojoi, Adrian Sandu, Paul George Bodea, Dan Paul Ungureanu, Judith Angel, Sandor Bartha, Vince, Bogdanator, Selfmademusic, P N E.A., Alexandru, KF crew, Revoltaire

D.P.R.T.  
[exhibition, intervention] 2010
intermedia magazine 21 contents: 1 cardboard tube as cover: 60 x 8 cm. 18 posters: 70 x 50 cm. 1 postcard: 14 x 9 cm. 1 dummy edition: 20 x 20 cm. 7 cm.

kinema ikon 7010  
Wunderkammer & Other Apparatus: SKEPSIS

exhibition 2011:
George Saba - Skepsis
Bogdanator - Basic Self - Questioning Machine. Model. [Musha'| Veitl|Hog(hopu'|Pongh]
Mihai Păcurar - Rothko(scop)
KF - Depositoriumkauf
Mihai Salajan - Odă's Eye
Lavinia Neda - Generoscop
Sandor Bartha - Animatour
Romulus Bucur - Humanopraxinoscop
Adrian Sandu - Labobox
Victor Neamțu - Proiettorector: ritmic ambiental
Calus Grozav - Texturoscope Ac.Ž?
Neuro Pnea - Trismegistus Wunderkammer
Mihai Bagu - KLIP
Paul George Bodea - Eloop
gH [edit] - Autopoiesisdissector
Radu Cosma - Quickintrometropolit
Ivan Tolan - 8ic
Ileana Seljan - De ce e tanunica nu [poate] adecu primavara
Iulia Cosma - Policescop
R.A.R. / Roxana, Alexandru, Revoltaire - Robotrop
Sergiu Sas - Zodiac Cu Supereroi
Stefan Tiron - Ingineria inversa a gurito-technologicilor avansate
Wunderkammer & Other Apparatus
skepsis: intermedia magazine #23 / 2011 is a collection of 20 apparatus designed for
the new kinema icon white room at the art museum arad in 2012

Wunderkammer (on permanent view at the Museum of Art Arad)
exhibition 2012

Wunderkammer 2 / Apparatus
exhibition 2015
Bogdanator: Stroboscope / Phanakiniscop 1832
Sergiu Sas / Cosmin Obreja: Lanterna magica 1885
gH: Lanterna magica 1890
Iulia Cosma / Radu Cosma: Peep Box 1846
Boșgan Toma: Lanterna magica 1846
Traian Seljan: Zoetrope 1834
glab: Kaleidoscope 1850
revoltaire: Cabinet stereoscopic 1867

kinema icon: serial
season one, 10 episodes, Art Museum Arad 2013-2014
episode 1: revoltaire: Fifty Mississippi
episode 2: Bogdan Toma: Synthetic Space
episode 3: ALAMX, Iv Daciu, Golern, Neuro, Newcleafrica, Pinea, Lavinia Grama, Amalia Ignuța, Traian Seljan, Andrei Grec, Cătălin Indrei, Maria Tănăsian: CRACUNKRON
episode 4: gH: Ink & Blood
episode 5: Radu Cosma / Iulia Cosma: Mioase a pașii de sticlă
episode 6: Sergiu, Vilpiandă, Selfmademusic, Cosmin, Lavinia, Traian: The Garden Of Freaky Delights
episode 7: Nita Mocanu: Jurnal evaziv
episode 8: Mihai Păcurar: Your Name Here
episode 9: Salajan Mihai: Tribology
episode 10: Bogdanator: Utopia (pastrătorul de limbi moarte)

season two, 10 episodes, Art Museum Arad 2015
episode 1: George Saba: [KF: 40163527/N 2031S 57E] / ŠANTIER ARCHEOLOGIC / 4175 A.D.
episode 2: Judit Angel / Sándor Bartha: Devices For A Better World
episode 3: Adriana Oprea: [gH: Black
episode 4: Diana Marinca / Nita Mocanu / Lavinia Kozma: Aproape că nu s-a întâmplat nimic
episode 5: Darius Ghiu / Maria Balabas / dlx: [Limitele temeli mele sunt limitele lumii mele]
episode 6: Fenê / Fenê / monocore: SOUNDOBDARD
episode 7: Stefan Tiron / kinema icon: AIIO (Automatic Identification and Data Capture)
episode 8: Horea Auram / kinema icon: Screen Savers
episode 10: Ileana Seljan / revoltaire: Mașina Templului
season three, 20 episodes, Art Museum Arad 2016
episode 1: revoltaire: DADADA
episode 2: Ioan Paul Colta: Intimacy
episode 3: r.o: office
episode 4: Bogdanator; worship RNG majik
episode 5: Bogdan Toma: Alien Armpit
episode 6: Nita Mocanu: Marulus Storica: Network Expressions
episode 7: K.P: Jonny
episode 8: L'Ense: LeJam (Alex Leric, Maria Tănăsian, Traian Seljan, Anamaria Tatu, Darius Chea, Sergiu Mureșan, Amalia Ignuța, Gheorghe Gheorghe, Robert Jianu, Cătălin Milici)
episode 9: Adela Muntean: Snakes & Circles
episode 10: Ioan Liviu Orlitchi: Me, Myselfie & I
episode 11: Adrian Sandu: The Iceloven
episode 12: Dana Furdea, Mihnea Rare, Hartiul, Teo Codjuba: a relative human product
episode 13: Sergiu Sas: Păzind merete de aer
episode 14: Adelina Laura, Miha Salajan: Catchfish
episode 15: Mihai Păcurar: Cutia alba
episode 16: Mihai Zgondorcul: Nu mai avem artă!
episode 17. Anca Manga on Earth: Am uitat tot
episode 18. Vasile Leac˘ / Cristina Bogdan: testând planeta
episode 20. gh: cheap kills (p-ENDing)

kine˘ma ikon: survival ki
HDD1 - 2015 / HDD2 - 2018
digital copies of all kine˘ma ikon works produced since 1970

kine˘ma ikon: Capsula Timpului
 filme based work
(to be open in 28.10.2017 at 20.16 h)

kine˘ma ikon: screens
media installation, Art Museum Arad 2017

kine˘ma ikon: a a a a e m o u 100
Hybrid installation 4 Error 404 Territories of Absence exhibition, 2017
MNAC Bucure˘sti, curator: Horea Avram/
s. Ioana Sele˘an: a a a e i o u
Bogdan Dini˘: late Fish
Bogdan Tomoi˘: Unidentified
fl: internet is going crazy
gh: m 0 th [the origin of a ripple]
Ioana Wprocess: Bste-aj-libe
Livia Mate˘a˘: Biolaptop
Laurian Popa: Dysfunctional objects
Nita Mocanu & Marius Sto˘a˘: There was no real sunny day
Thea Laz˘: Photosynthesis
Flavu Rogoj˘: Mirai
reVoiLaire: You Are Not Invisible, Man!

internet of ki (lok)
12 smart products that could change your life
(sau cum kine˘ma ikon în telge grea˘t˘, cu bun˘ știin˘t˘, internetul lucrurilor)
Art Museum Arad 2017
1.3m˘g: Mobile Matrix, [albabet˘-ro ]
Bogdan Dini˘: Late Fish
Bogdan Tomoi˘: Unidentified
fl: internet is going crazy
gh: m 0 th [the origin of a ripple]
Ioana Wprocess: Bste-aj-libe
Livia Mate˘a˘: Biolaptop
Laurian Popa: Dysfunctional objects
Nita Mocanu & Marius Sto˘a˘: There was no real sunny day
Thea Laz˘: Photosynthesis
Flavu Rogoj˘: Mirai
reVoiLaire: You Are Not Invisible, Man!

folder X (inchipit)
media art exhibitions / (ongoing), Art Museum Arad 2018
file 1 - Thea Laz˘: Let Us Approach The Internet At The Speed Of Dreams
file 2 - subsol 16 by kinemators / C˘al˘ina Cre˘s¸t˘in, Darlia Berce, Io˘n Bordand˘in˘i, Bianca Chise˘, Andreea Gug˘esc˘u, M˘aria H˘ald˘u˘c˘, Ioana I˘onescu, Bogdan˘a
Knapp, Otilia Loc˘at˘e, Paul Mo˘t, Deborah Nagy, Sonia Rac˘oi, M˘adalina S˘ir˘ban˘, M˘ara Ungurean

Media Art Festival Arad
kine˘ma ikon: MAFA (co-organizer)
curator: Calin Man, Ioana Sele˘an
3. DADADA, Art Museum Arad, kine˘ma ikon | K.F. Arad, 2016
4. CINE MA, Cinema Arta Arad, Art Museum Arad, kine˘ma ikon, 2017
5. De Rerum Natura, Museum of Natural History Arad, Art Museum Arad, kine˘ma ikon, 2018

kine˘ma ikon: publications

catalogs:
1985: kine˘ma ikon
1992: kine˘ma ikon
1996: kine˘ma ikon: Ca˘valerul din Carpa˘t˘i
2003: Calin Man, kine˘ma ikon: alteriderm.exe_2
2005: kine˘ma ikon
2005: kine˘ma ikon: work
2010: kine˘ma ikon: posters
2010: kine˘ma ikon: 7010 (experimental films: analogic and digital)
2012: kine˘ma ikon - Wunderkammer
2014: kine˘ma ikon: serial / season one
2015: kine˘ma ikon: serial / season two
2016: kine˘ma ikon: serial / season three
2017: kine˘ma ikon: screens
2017: kine˘ma ikon: internet of ki (lok)
2018: kine˘ma ikon: authors

2014: k: MAFA - R.A.M.
2015: k: MAFA - R.E.M/X
2016: k: MAFA - DADADA
2017: k: MAFA - CINE MA

conversatia magazine [1990-1993]
editorial staff: Lia Holuta [chief-editor], Valentin Constantin, George Sabau, Florin Didilescu, Roxana Chereches, Liliana Trandabur, Florin Homolu, Ioan Galea, Ovidiu Pecican, Ionel Nistor, Viorel Simulov, Calin Man, Maria Roscula, Traian Roscula, Ioan Stoia [design]

intermedia magazine [Since 1994]
editorial staff [1994-2005]: George Sabau, Peter Hugel, Judit Angel, Caius Grozav, Andreia Bencsik, Liliana Trandabur, Paul George Bodea, Roxana Chereches, Adrian Sandu, Romulus Bucur, Calin Man [chief-editor, design]; editorial stff (2006-2011): the authors
kinema ikon: authors

Art Museum Arad || sala kinema ikon
03.03 - 05.05.2018

produced by Museum Arad & kinema ikon
curator: calin man

•

catalogue:
published by Museum Arad
editor: kinema ikon
concept, design: reVoltaire
photo credits: kinema ikon

•

© authors & editor, 2018_all right reserved

•

kinema ikon
enescu 1 arad 310131 romania
kinema.ikon@gmail.com
kinema-ikon.net

•